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Abstract. Software architecture modelling and representation has become an
important phase of the development process of complex software systems. Using
software architecture representation as a high level view provides many advantages during all phases of the software life cycle. Nevertheless, for many systems,
such architecture representation is not available. To deal with this problem, we
propose in this paper an approach of architecture recovery which aims to extract
component-based architecture from an object-oriented (OO) system, by a semiautomatic exploration process. To this end, we use relational concept analysis in
order to identify the architectural components. The RCA-based approach comes
as a complementary method to relieve some limits of the existing implementation
of ROMANTIC based on simulated annealing algorithm. In the RCA approach,
architectural components are identified from concepts derived by exploiting all
existing dependency relations between classes of the OO system. We evaluated
the feasibility of our approach on a Java software.
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Introduction

Given the explosive growth of the computer systems size and complexity, software architectures are emerging as a valuable ally for both the design and maintenance of these
systems. During the last decade, this abstract view of systems has become a central field
of software engineering [4]. Its main advantage is to make easier the program comprehension by allowing us to focus on architectural elements rather than implementation
details [10]. Indeed, a component-based software architecture is a high level abstraction
of a system using the architectural elements: components which describe functional
computing, connectors which describe interactions and configuration which represents
the topology of connections between components. In addition to program comprehension, this distinction between functionalities and interaction is crucial to safely maintain the system [14]. However, most existing systems do not have a reliable architecture
representation. Indeed, these systems could have been designed without an architecture
design phase, as it is the case for most legacy systems. In other systems, the available
representation can diverge from the system implementation due to the lack of synchronization between software documentation and implementation. Taking into account the

previous considerations, we have proposed an approach called ROMANTIC1 , which focuses on recovering a component-based architecture from OO systems [6]. The main
advantage of this approach is in its automation level, which decreases the need of human expertise which is expensive and it is not always available. In fact, starting from
the source code, the ROMANTIC process aims at selecting among all the architectures
which can be abstracted from a system, the best one according to an architectural quality
model. Then we formulate this model as measurable constraints. We have experimented
with a simulated annealing algorithm [7]. However, in spite of the many advantages that
offers this implementation of ROMANTIC, it has some limits. First, the architecture obtained by simulated annealing algorithm is an architecture with only one abstraction
level, which optimizes the objective-function. Second, composition relationships are
not presented: In fact, the algorithm does not provide the execution trace that gives
the composition hierarchy of the obtained components. Finally, based on the objectivefunction evaluation, the result of a simulated annealing algorithm is unique. Therefore,
there are no alternative solutions to the final one, because intermediate solutions are
considered as less good.
Thereby, we have explored Relational Concept Analysis (RCA) as a satisfactory
solution to these issues. Thus, we have used RCA firstly to overcome the limitations
of the search-based algorithm. On the other hand, we aim to combine the results of
RCA and simulated annealing algorithms to deduce a single relevant architecture. Our
objective in this paper is to present elements required for modelling the recovery of
component-based architectures from OO systems as a RCA problem. In order to use
RCA, the source code has first to be analysed in order to extract entities to be encoded
into contexts. These contexts contain information on the relations linking the entities.
Afterwards, the RCA algorithm is applied and builds a lattice containing a set of concepts. Finally, some of these concepts are decoded toward architectural components.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents an overview
of our approach core. The ROMANTIC-RCA approach is presented and illustrated with
an example in section 3. Section 4 discusses related work. Conclusion and future work
are given in section 5.

2

Background: ROMANTIC overview

ROMANTIC aims to recover a component-based software architecture from an OO system using a search-based approach [6,7], i.e. an exploration process of the solution
space in order to identify the best solution according to a given fitness function. In order to model the recovery problem as a search-based one, the ROMANTIC approach
defines the search space, i.e. a representation of all possible architectures, the fitness
function driving the search and a meta-heuristic which is the algorithm of the searchspace exploration.
1

ROMANTIC: Re-engineering of Object-oriented systeMs by Architecture extractioN and migraTIon to Component-based ones.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Object-Component mapping model (a) and ROMANTIC elements representation (b)

2.1 Object-component mapping model: Definition of the search space
The search-space of ROMANTIC is composed of all architectures, which are partitions
of the set of system classes, i.e. it contains all the instances of a mapping model (correspondence) between object concepts (i.e. classes, interfaces, packages, etc.) and architectural ones (i.e. components, connectors, interfaces, etc.).
This mapping model defines an architecture as a partition of the system classes.
Each element of this partition represents a component(“Shape”)(cf.Figure 1(a)). Each
shape is composed of two sets of classes: the “shape interface” , which contains classes
linked with some classes outside the shape, e.g. via method call; and the “center” ,
which is the remainder of the shape (cf.Figure 1(b)). Concerning the component interface, it is assimilated to “shape interface“ as shown on the figure 1(a). Finally, connectors are all dependencies existing between components. As a result of these considerations, in a system which contains n classes, the search-space contains O(Bn ) possible
architectures, where Bn , or Bell number, is the number of partitions of a set with n
members [19].
2.2 Romantic’s quality-model of Architecture : Definition of the fitness function
In addition to the search-space, ROMANTIC defines a quality model for software architecture which is used to drive the recovery process. This model is based on the
ISO-9126 norm [21] and refines architecture quality characteristics to a set of subcharacteristics. These sub-characteristics are refined in properties on components and
then on shapes, like coupling or cohesion. The first quality characteristic is the semantic correctness. This characteristic measures the relevance of a partition of classes according to the concept of architecture. Semantic correctness of architecture is based on
semantic-correctness of its architectural elements (component, connector and configuration), and it is different from the semantic of the business logic of these elements.In

the current state of Romantic model, connectors are considered as simple links between components. Thus, semantic-correctness of an architecture is based on semanticcorrectness of its components. The semantic correctness of a component is related to its
sub-characteristics which are component autonomy, specificity and composability.
These sub-characteristics are refined throughout a refinement model in properties on
component, like the component coupling. Finally, these properties are linked to shape
properties, like cohesion of the shape classes.
Figure 2 presents the refinement model of the semantic correctness.

Fig. 2. ROMANTIC’s refinement model of a component’s semantic properties

The second quality characteristic is the architectural quality. It describes the quality characteristics of the architectural elements, e.g. maintainability and reliability. As
result, ROMANTIC’s fitness function is based on the quality model and uses a set of
metrics to measure the identified shape properties and to evaluate each characteristic.
The quality model, the metrics and the fitness function are presented exhaustively in
[7].

3

Architecture recovery via Relational Concept Analysis

Throughout this section we use the example of a small pictures collage tool called
"PhotoCollage"2 to illustrate the different stages of the architecture recovery process
using RCA.
PhotoCollage is a small tool to collate pictures over each others on a board. It
contains 13 classes: CollageBoard(CB), PhotoItem(PhI), ImageViewer(IV), PhotoItemPanel(PhIP), HeaderPanel(HP), Java2DHelper(J2Dhlp), GhostGlassPane(GGP), CollageItem(CI), CollageItemTransferHandler(CITH), DragAndDropLock(DnDL), CollageDemo(CD),
CollageApplet(CA), ShadowFactory(ShF). Figure 3 presents an overview of the application class diagram.
2

Source code available on: http://www.lirmm.fr/∼seriai/PhotoCollage

Fig. 3. PhotoCollage simplified class diagram

3.1 From ROMANTIC to ROMANTIC-RCA
As evoked in the previous sections, we are interested in developing several versions of
the ROMANTIC approach, with the final objective to compare and combine their results.
Among the clustering methods, we investigate Formal Concept Analysis ( FCA) [9],
which groups entities sharing common properties into concepts organized in lattices.
Considering that the source code entities we manipulate are linked by dependencies,
we use a variant of FCA, Relational Concept Analysis (RCA) [12].
Properties we expect from the RCA analysis include: a rationale of the obtained
solutions, based on the fact that the dependencies that have lead to the solution are
explicitly given in the lattice; a set of solutions rather than a single one; the organization
of the solutions inside the lattice that allows an expert to navigate between the different
solutions; a decomposition of components of a given solution into sub-components by
exploration of the sub-concepts.
This new method must take into account the common ROMANTIC conceptual core
(cf. Section 2) in which we have defined a refinement model of quality characteristics of
architectural components into object-oriented metrics such as coupling and cohesion.
Nevertheless, this metrics measurement is not adequate to use with RCA. In fact, RCA
uses the relational aspect of the processed data beyond the respect of a prospective
assessment of a given group. On the other hand, the metrics are essential to identify
good architectural components. To this aim, we study how metrics are calculated in
order to extract relationships within the system source code. In fact, metrics are derived
from the set of all relationship dependencies between source code entities.
Therefore, ROMANTIC simulated annealing algorithm is based on metrics while
ROMANTIC-RCA is based on source code dependency relationships from which metrics are calculated.
3.2 ROMANTIC-RCA process
As described in the previous section, RCA process is based on the identification of
source code entities and the relations between them. These relations must match the

metrics definition in the Romantic refinement model (cf. Section3.3). Thus, entities and
relations have to be extracted by source-code analysis. In order to apply RCA, we have
defined a process with four steps: The first one focuses on the extraction of a graph of
dependencies of source-code classes. The second aims to create an RCA model using
dependency-graph data. Next, the third step generates a lattice of concepts representing
clusters of object classes and the last step aims to identify candidates components from
the resulting lattice (Figure 4).
The objective of the Dependency graph (DG) extraction is to generate an accurate
representation of the source-code as a graph in which both graph loops and multiple
edges are allowed. Graph vertices represent classes of OO source-code, and edges represent different dependency types. The weight of these edges is the value of the strength
of the dependency it represents. The Dependency graph is obtained from the extracted
dependencies with static analysis of the source-code. The graph is then encoded into
RCF (Relational Context Family) (cf. Section3.4). The RCF is composed of several
contexts describing entities of different categories, and relations between entities. These
contexts are processed to obtain a final lattice. The lattice’s concepts define the set of all
meaningful clusters of system classes. From these concepts, some are selected to represent the candidate architectural components. Here, components are considered as sets
of OO classes called Shape (cf. Section 2). The provided and required interfaces of one
of these components are deduced from method calls between classes belonging to different components. Method calls represent the set of connectors between the identified
components.

Fig. 4. Process overview

3.3 From ROMANTIC metrics to RCA relations
As outlined in the previous section, OO classes dependency-links used as relations in
RCA model must translate the meaning of metrics used in the ROMANTIC refinement
model. Thus, the study of this refinement model whose constituents have been presented
in Figure 2, shows that the characteristics of semantic correctness and architectural
quality are refined into metrics like coupling and LCC cohesion.
We analyse these metrics in order to identify the dependency relations that participate in their calculation. In fact, the definition of metrics on OO system elements is
obtained by the identification of the different types of relationships between system
classes and the computation of their strengths. Thus, we need to determine precisely
the dependency relations which must be taken into account and how to measure their
strengths. The list of possible links between OO system entities includes inheritance,
composition, aggregation, invocation relationships, etc.

Study of coupling metrics to identify and assess dependency relations. Coupling [22]
has been defined as "the measure of the strength of association established by a connection of one module to another". Following the considered coupling relations between
classes, we distinguish five coupling metrics. The first is the invocation coupling (eq.1):
two classes are coupled by invocation if at least one method of the former invokes a
method of the latter. The strength of the interaction will be given by the number of such
invocations, relative to the other invocations made by the class.

Winvokes (Cli , Clj ) =

|Calls(Cli ,Clj )|
|M tds(Cli )|

·

|Callers(Cli ,Clj )|+|Callees(Clj ,Cli )|
|M tds(Cli )|+|M tds(Clj )|

(1)

where:
– Calls(Cli , Clj ) is the set of method invocations of the class Clj by methods of the
class Cli ;
– Callers(Cli , Clj ) ⊆ M tds(Cli ) is the set of methods of Cli that contain invocations to the methods of the class Clj ;
– Callees(Clj , Cli ) ⊆ M tds(Clj ) is the set of methods of Clj invoked by elements
of Callers(Cli , Clj ).
The second is the access coupling (eq.2) that evaluates the accesses made by a class on
attributes of another class.

Waccess (Cli , Clj )

=

|Access(Cli ,Clj )|
|M tds(Cli )|

·

|Accessors(Cli )|+|Accessed(Clj )|
|M tds(Cli )|+|Attrs(Clj )|

(2)

where:
– Access(Cli , Clj ) is the set of accesses to attributes of class Clj by methods of
class Cli ;
– Accessors(Cli , Clj ) ⊆ M tds(Cli ) is the set of methods of class Cli that make
accesses to attributes of class Clj ;
– Accessed(Clj , Cli ) ⊆ Attrs(Clj ) is the set of attributes of class Clj accessed by
elements of Accessors(Cli , Clj ).
The third metric is the type-dependency coupling (eq.3). For two classes Cli and Clj
it evaluates the use of the class Clj as a type by the methods of class Cli (parameter or
return type) and adds the number of attributes of class Cli whose type is class Clj .
WtypeDep (Cli , Clj ) = |AttrsClj (Cli )|+
|RtnT ypeClj (Cli )|+|P aramsClj (Cli )|+|LocalV arsClj (Cli )|
|M tds(Cli )|

where:
– RtnT ypeClj (Cli ) is the set of methods of class Cli whose return type is Clj ;
– P aramsClj (Cli ) is the set of parameter of class Cli whose type is Clj ;
– LocalV arsClj (Cli ) is the set of local variables of class Cli whose type is Clj .

(3)

The above mentioned three equations were defined taking into account specially
the notion of the density of interaction relations between the system classes. In fact,
this way of calculation allows to relativize the coupling measure value compared to the
total number of methods of the two classes in interaction.
The fourth coupling metric is the inheritance coupling (Wextends ) that evaluates to 1
(Wextends (Cli , Clj ) = 1) if there exists an inheritance relation between the two classes
(Cli , Clj ). And the fifth coupling metric is the composition coupling (Wcompose ) that
evaluates to 1 (Wcompose (Cli , Clj ) = 1)if there exists a composition relation between
the two classes (Cli , Clj ).
Study of cohesion metric to identify and assess dependency relations. Cohesion is defined in the literature as the degree of collaboration between different elements of a
group. In the OO paradigm, it is based on the method collaboration. The LCC (Loose
Class Cohesion) metric [5], for example, defines the cohesion as the fraction of the
methods that use a same attribute or invoke a same method by the number of method
pairs. We will consider that two classes Cli et Clj are cohesive if their methods are.
That is, if there is at least one method pair (mik , mil ), mik ∈ M tds(Cli ) and mil ∈
M tds(Clj ) that invoke the same method or access the same attribute of another class.
This is thus encoded by invocation and access relations (eq.1 and eq.2). The above
identified relations are represented in the dependency graph. As example, Figure 5 represents a simplified view of the dependency graph of the studied "PhotoCollage" application.

 




 
  
















 




Fig. 5. A simplified dependency-graph of the "PhotoCollage" software.

3.4 Relational Concept Analysis for architecture recovery
RCA analyses data represented through a relational context family (RCF). The RCF
is composed of several contexts describing entities of different categories, and relations between entities. Here we consider only one category of entities, which is composed of all the classes of the system under study. They are described by their name
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in the unique non-relational context of the RCF. Then, a relational context is added for
each type of dependency, so we build five relational contexts: r_Invokes, r_Accesses,
r_TypeDepends, r_Compose, r_Extends (for inheritance). These relational contexts are
built on the basis of the dependency graph. Let d be the considered dependency, d is
invokes, access, typeDep, compose or extends.
In the rd relational context, a pair (Cli , Clj ) is established if the dependency is
greater than a threshold θ, that is Wd (Cli , Clj ) ≥ θ. The threshold θ is given by the
architect according to its own understanding of the system, or it can be preset to a fixed
value, for example, the average of the Wd (Clm , Cln ) values, for all classes Clm , Cln
of the system. The RCA process then takes all these tables and iterates on two steps:
(1) building a lattice on the main (non-relational) context concatenated with the five
relational contexts, (2) transforming the five relational contexts to integrate the concepts
found at that current step (to use this knowledge in the next iteration) [12]. During this
transformation, we use an existential scaling operator. The classes that form the columns
of a rd context are replaced by concepts that group the classes. If (Cli , Clj ) ∈ rd
initially, and Clj is in the extent of a concept C at the current step, thus in the current
version of rd we add (Cli , C). The obtained concepts can be interpreted with patterns
such as "group of classes that invoke methods of this group of classes and inherit from
this other group of classes, etc." The process stops when no new concept emerges during
the FCA analysis.
As example, Table 1 shows one of the relational contexts of the system RCF. This
RCF is constructed from the dependency graph of the studied "PhotoCollage" application.3
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Table 1. The relational context r_Invokes of the "PhotoCollage" software.

3

This lattice is built using a framework called eRCA available on http://code.google.com/p/erca/

3.5 Identification of architectural components
The concept lattice is explored from the top, by considering sets of concepts forming a
candidate architecture, whose extents cover the whole class set.
The choice, done by the expert, of the concepts to be considered as candidate components depends on several factors, including the concepts extent size. A large concept may be considered as a composite component whose sub-components are the subconcepts. Otherwise, one class can belong to the extent of several concepts of the candidate architecture. In this case, the expert has to evaluate the strength of the relation
between the class and the other classes of each extent. The class is discarded when this
relation is under a threshold. If there is more than one class shared by many concepts,
this set of shared classes belongs necessarily to a common sub-concept of the concerned
concepts. Here we choose this sub-concept instead of its parents. The remaining classes
belong to the other sub-concepts which are chosen too. The process stops when no subconcept with more than a class in its extent is shared by more than one parent concept.
Each concept in the candidate architecture is then considered as an architectural component. The sub-concepts of each architectural component can be used as an opportunity
to identify composite components.
In the PhotoCollage example, the top-part, of the generated lattice, groups concepts
which are candidate components4 . From these concepts we were able to identify 3 components. The first contains 6 classes (CB, PhI, PhIP, GGP, DnDL and CD) which are
responsible of the collage board management (where pictures are glued). The second
contains 5 classes (IV, HP, CI, CITH and ShF) which manage the item that handle a
chosen picture. The last component contains the remaining classes (J2Dhlp and CA)
which represent the system execution interface. The identified candidate components
constitute the architectural components of the system architecture of the "PhotoCollage" application.

4

Related Work

Several works are proposed in literature to extract architecture from an OO system [18].
We distinguish these works according to their automation level. First, some approaches
are almost manual. For example, Focus [16] proposes a guideline to a hybrid process
which regroups classes and maps the extracted entities to a conceptual architecture obtained from an architectural style according to the human expertise. Second, most approaches propose semi-automatic techniques. They automate repetitive aspects of the
recovery process but the reverse engineer steers the iterative refinement or abstraction,
leading to the identification of architectural elements. Thus ManSART [11] tries to
match source code elements on the architectural styles and patterns defined by reverse
engineers. Third, some techniques are quasi-automatic. For example, we can cite the
clustering algorithms which are used to produce cohesive clusters that are loosely interconnected [1]. ROMANTIC approach is quasi-automatic too. The main difference with
other quasi-automatic approaches is that it refines the commonly used definitions of
4

Both complete lattice and contexts tables are available on http://www.lirmm.fr/∼seriai/CLA10

components into characteristics and refinement models, whereas other works use the
expertise of the authors in order to define rules driving the process.
Similarly, different approaches have been proposed using formal concept analysis
either in software re-engineering or maintenance. For example, in [17] they propose
an approach of refactorings and design defects correction on procedural OO systems
using RCA. In fact, these systems often include Blob or God Class that reveals a procedural design. Thus, correcting a Blob amounts to splitting the Blob class into smaller
cohesive sets by grouping class members that collaborate to realize a specific responsibility of the Blob class. Cohesive sets are identified using formal concepts whose intents
involve both proper characteristics and inter-member links, such as calls between methods. G. Arévalo [2,3] has developed different FCA-based software engineering tools
that help to generate high level view at different levels of abstraction. In re-engineering
context, many work has used FCA to identify modules and components in legacy systems [8,15,20]. For example, V. Deursen [8] uses both FCA and clustering algorithm
[13] to build OO classes from procedural source code. Elements from source code are
gathered according to the features they share. Then, the resulting concepts are candidate classes and sub-concept relationships represent relations between these classes. In
a similar way, M. Stiff [20] has presented a method for identifying modules in legacy
systems based on concept analysis. A formal context is built from the system elements,
and both negative and positive attributes are used in order to extend the context to be
well formed. Then, an algorithm of concept partition is used to discover possible partitions in the set of the generated concepts. The chosen partition represents the set of
candidate classes.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We have proposed in this paper an approach to recover component-based architecture
from an object-oriented system. We have presented elements required to model this
issue with RCA. We rely in part on the results obtained in a previous work based on
the use of a simulated annealing algorithm. We mainly use a model refining the quality characteristics of components in a set of metrics. Thus, we studied how metrics are
calculated in order to identify relationships within classes of the object-oriented system. These relationships are used in an RCA model to generate a lattice of concepts.
Some of these concepts are considered as components of the resulting architecture. The
obtained lattice allows us to: identify architectures with several abstraction levels, identify composite components, select components according to some grouping criteria and
navigating in the lattice. In our future work, we want to develop some query patterns in
order to select component (concepts) whose classes satisfy some given criteria. Also,
we aim to compare architectures obtained by the simulated annealing and RCA algorithms respectively. We expect to exploit the combined results of these algorithms to
extract a more relevant architecture.
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